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High-Temperature superconductors have overcame the critical temperature 
of 40K that BCS theory speculated. High-Temperature superconductors have 
zero resistance and Meissner’s effect which is having total neglecting 
magnetic fields inside the sample. Magnetic levitation forces is created due 
to Meissner’s effect. According to previous researches, induced currents 
inside the superconductor differ on the crystallographic orientations. These 
super-currents flow along copper-oxygen bonding, which depends on the 
crystallographic orientations. Increase in the surface area of superconductor 
will allow the oxygen to flow well during manufacturing superconductor.  

III. Magnetic Levitation Forces of (hkl) Plane Surfaces 

I. Introduction 
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Meisner Force 

𝐹 = 𝑚
𝑑𝐻

𝑑𝑥
 , m = Mv, M = 𝐽𝑐𝐴𝑟 

 

Standard deviations of two graphs are less than 15%. As you see, 8this smallest and 4th, 5th, 6th 
are bigger than each sides. This means that distribution of Repulsive force and attractive force 
of a-b sector shows similar tendency.  

Standard deviations of two graphs are less than 20%. As you can see, distribution of Repulsive 
force and attractive force of a-c sector shows similar tendency. 

Figure . Force distribution in the a-b growth sector.  

Figure . Force distribution in the a-c growth sector.  

Single grain 𝑌1.5𝐵𝑎2𝐶𝑢3𝑂7−𝑦  (Y1.5) samples were fabricated using a top-seeded melt 

growth process. The samples with (001), (110) and (100) plane surfaces were prepared by 

cutting the single grain Y1.5 samples along the specific crystallographic orientations.  

The crystallographic orientations were identified using an X-ray diffraction analysis. 

The magnetic levitation force of various oriented surfaces showed difference in their 

magnitudes. The c-axis surface showed the largest levitation force for about 35N, and b-

axis surface showed smallest levitation force. Hypotenuse direction was between b-axis 

and a-axis. The trapped magnetic field maps show single grain modes with similar 

tendency. 

A very large single grain Y1.5Ba2Cu3O7-y(Y1.5) sample with a 
rectangular shape with a side length of 42 mm was fabricated 
using a top-seeded melt growth process. The force-distance 
hysteresis curves at 77 K were estimated for local regions of the a-
b sector (top surface, 9 points) and the a-c growth sector (side, 
6 points) of the large grain sample field-cooled or zero field-
cooled to 77 K (figure 1).  

Figure 1. Measuring points 

By theoretical background, if the current densities at each point are 
   
then Meissner force will be expressed like this. 

 
This means that we can discuss the micro current densities, furthermore can be extend to 
the amount of oxygen at that points. 

𝐹𝑀𝑖 ∝ 𝐽𝑖 

 𝐽1,  𝐽2 ,  𝐽3 , 𝐽4,…, 𝐽9 

IV. Micro-magnetic levitation forces of  bulk superconductors 

V. Effects of artificial holes on the magnetic levitation 

forces of superconductors 

Single grain samples were fabricated using a top-seeded melt growth process and same 

shapes of  𝑌1.5𝐵𝑎2𝐶𝑢3𝑂7−𝑦 samples that are grown with artificial holes are made. 
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Levitation Force: Superconductor with Artificial Holes-Circle

(Zero Field Cooling)
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        :  Artifical holes 
      on the superconductor 

   : Measuring points 
    (micro-levitation force) 

 Macro-levitation force of superconductor 

with artificial holes is larger than that of 

the samples without artificial holes. 

We compared the micro-levitation forces of corner and side separately. Standard deviation 

of micro-levitation of superconductor with artificial holes is smaller than that of 

superconductor without artificial holes. 
 

The trapped magnetic field of superconductor with artificial holes is larger than that of 

superconductor without artificial holes. The magnetic field of square superconductor with 

artificial holes have multiple peaks, not the only one peak. 

Copper-oxygen density will increase with increased oxygen flow, resulting in increased 
super-currents along with improved performance. Integrated levitation force can be 
represented in sum of micro levitation forces. Micro levitation forces represent the 
consistency of the sample, showing the possibility for new standard for standard of the 
superconductor. Indium inserted superconductors have shown better performance in 
levitation forces and micro levitation forces. 
 

II. Experiment Methods 


